
A CHANCE OF A LIFE TIME

Is not a vain statement when it means buying my stock. 
Take early retirement+

At roughly the price of 3 library discards, buy 20,000+ OP & Rare hardcovers for $75,000.00.
Valued at over $230,000.00. With great credit, I can help finance.

Took months to photograph 25 disks. Just a sample of stock in 2 houses & warehouse. Seen at 
OWNERS.COM/MPG4636.
 
Health & age needs quick sale of a 34 yrs. lifetime of buying.  Many visits to G.B. & West 
coast.   Stored in 5 showrooms & 63ft x 33ft warehouse for past 6 yrs.  Owning the property, 
we never had to hold the  25%- 50% OFF*  distress sales.
 
Formerly R.A.F. Family R.N.  Emigrating to Calgary reflects a fine part of the stock.. 5,000+ 
Military. Strong in Submarines, Nelson to Hornblower.  Dozen of early JANES. As a evacuee 
of Plymouth Blitz, WW2, Haulocaust and Pilgrims! Read BBC & note, Brits start a 4yr   
*Remembrance of  WW1*.  We can help.  Referrals from NGS 40 operators, had us stock over 
1,000 maps etc.   
 
Working in Calgary library. Reading rare pioneer accounts had me build group of 600+ WEST. 
Knowing a 1929 explorer, stock Polar.  Learning about my new Country, 2,000 USA.. Civil 
War 300+.    Korea. Vietnam. Cooking, Crime, all respectable numbers.
 
Pride & joy, 612 Autographed and signed.   As a doodler, admired fine illustrations. Will 
explain at the end of this epistle. Because of distance to retirement, also added several hundreds
of my own collections to originals stock. Never seen by public. Example, 64 Childrens 
Illustrated Classics. Wyeth et. All.

Found in warehouse several boxes of stashed NEW titles. One series, with duplicates, 
illustrated by him.The scarce Music books for schools. 1930's!  Bought in '80s from bankrupt 
firm.  Large *Normal Rockwell covers*. 3 sets of 3. 
 
Admirer of illustrators for juveniles.  Many scarce First.  Never forgot great literature & its 
authors biographies. 
 
Naturally strong in Ohio & Thurber. 11 NEW of his bibliography. Outdoors (& animals) 
Carrigher: E. Teal: Ernest T. Seton & Farley Mowat.  Series: Rivers of America.  Lakes.  Old 
novels illustrations from movies.  Early youth series. Scouting (B&G).
 
Could write details for hours.  So many valuable titles and sets never photographed.  Sets: mark
Twain: E. Hubbard: George Elliot: Great War.:  War Memoirs of David L. George. :Flags of 
Pretoria (2 sets):  Older sets of America: Our Country: Cincinnati: Wit & humor: Chiropractors 
love Macfaddens Encyclopedia. Wife wrote *Dumbells & Carrot sticks*.

http://OWNERS.COM/MPG4636


 
Note by now, hundreds over $100.00 and thousands over $35.00. All at thrown out ex library 
books prices!

Wish 40 years ago I had the chance to buy.  Would have built another HALF PRICE Empire!   
So many valuable oddments. Would take days to list.  Dozens of Kennedy & other Presidents.
 
Just before he died, Steve Jobs was asked for the future of the physical book.  He settled at 15%
fiction.  50% non.  Doe s not take a Phd to understand the greatest subject new readers will be 
collecting.  Millions are becoming electronic gadget readers. Many will want to collect 
originals. First Editions will go through the roof.  We have thousands. Most with perfect dust 
jackets.
 
Must not forget Battelle Weapons inventor. His book collection.  Over 130 manuals for refs. he 
left for sale later, everything from dummy bomb, large shell casings. Rifle stocks. Uniforms. 
Rare WW1 pilots. With hats, flying helmet, boots. Wings hand embroidered. Amazing 
accoutrements (rare sweater, spurs etc.). File drawers of air cuttings from the Von  Kirk (Enola 
Gay navigator) library we bought many yrs. ago.
 
Because of 3,000 miles to retirement, have now included many from my older editions. And all 
references. Example: FIRST PRINTINGS OF AMERICAN AUTHORS. 3 vols.  

Never sold magazines, but subscribed to scholarly ,  unsold at new stands type.  4 Military and 
The West, published by a University.  GB WW2 set.  Group of scarce NGS  1920-40:  LIFE 
1939 to 50.  And rarely seen by scholars. From the first in 1937, the awesome CIBA REVIEW. 
Scholars rarely see. History of all fibers grown, constructed and final use.  From earliest times. 
Ours starts with first in 1937.
.
Final, final gifts ? Stand of 2 and 3 vol. fine titled sets. 16 yrs. ago packed 64 boxes of 
reference I needed for books I expected to write. Now impossible.  So another gift to main 
stock. Cant afford 3,000 mile shipping!  Thought of auction.  None specialize locally.
 
So many final gifts!  90 metal 3 deep shelving units.  Many single.
 
As I need three building property emptied to sell as a compound. quick removal necessary.  I 
can supervise labeling. 
 
Call a friend or colleague.  Great credit?   I can help finance.  Why not find  the second HALF 
PRICE Empire?  True wave of the future.  As SPECIALISTS close their *walk in* stores.  
Readers love to *touch*.
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